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1. Introduction
Real-time processing speed is desirable for most vision-based object recognition systems. It is
critical in some applications such as driver assistant systems (DAS). In DAS, the vision-based
system is expected to operate on a moving platform and the system is required to inform the
driver in a timely manner. Therefore, real-time frame rate is very important.
Much improvement has been made over the years to improve the speed of computer-vision
systems. The cascaded classifier architecture and the integral image Viola & Jones (2001) are
two of those major improvements in recent years. Following this approach many vision based
systems, including face detection Viola & Jones (2001), can process images at high frame rate.
However, with increasing tasks’ complexity and image size, real-time processing speed for
object detection systems remains a challenge.
Hardware platforms such as field programmable gate array (FPGA) have been employed to
speed up the system performance. Cao Cao & Deng (2008) has shown that vision system
can achieve real-time frame rate (60fps) with FPGA. However, the development time for an
FPGA system is significantly longer than a system on computers. Hence, it is helpful to have
real-time or close to real-time systems on computers as a proof of concept before porting them
to hardware platform(s).
Frintrop Frintrop et al. (2007) proposed a visual attention system which combines bottom
up and top down approaches to guide the search to interested regions. The bottom-up
approach computes contains saliency maps based on image features such as intensity, colour
and orientation. The top-down approach computes features specific to the target objects. Test
results showed that using integral images Viola & Jones (2001) significantly improve system
speed compared to the original method by Itti Itti et al. (1998). However, due to the complexity
of the system, the processing frame rate reported (with optimized implementation) was only
about 5.3 fps with 800×600 images or equivalent of about 7 fps with 752×480 images.
Zhang Zhang et al. (2007) proposed a method for detecting objects using multi-resolutions.
In this method, multiple down sampled copies of the original image are used for detection
purpose. The lowest scale is first computed, and then the detection process progresses to
higher (resolution) scale. This method improves the speed of the processing system while
maintaining or even marginally improve the system’s accuracy compared to using only one
(original) scale approach. By process a pixel in every 64 (8×8) pixels, the system reported
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a frame rate of 25fps with image size of 320×240, or equivalent of about 6fps at 752×480.
The proposed method, however, may not work well on small target objects where excessive
down sampling may deteriorate the clarity of the target object, thus making it harder to detect.
Another potential issue with this method is the large amount of memory required to store
multiple copies of the original image, this memory usage could create a bottle neck when this
method is used for large images.
Forssen Forssen et al. (2008) also used multi-resolution to detect and track objects. Due to the
complexity of the search algorithm, this system could not achieve fast detection speed, only
about 5 frames per minute or 0.08 fps. This approach also requires complex and expensive
camera system to operate. Other multi-resolution approaches including Ma’s Ma & Staunton
(2005), Walther’s Walther et al. (2005), Meger’s Meger et al. (2008) and Cho’s Cho & Kim (2005)
are either too computational costly or not built to reduce system’s computational cost.
From a different point of view, part-based object detection has been investigated for
applications such as human detection Mohan et al. (2001); Wu & Nevatia (2007) or car
detection Agarwal et al. (2004). The main purpose of these methods are searching for different
parts of the target object and their relative relationship to detect the target object. The object’s
parts are either hand picked (by a trained person) Mohan et al. (2001); Wu & Nevatia (2007)
or automatically selected Agarwal et al. (2004). In these part-based algorithms, searching for
parts of target object is not to improve detection speed but to detect the target object itself.
In this paper, we propose a vision-based object detection method that combines part-based
and multi-resolution approaches. This method detects target object based on the appearance
of some of its parts as a result of sparsely scan through the original image. A finer scan in the
image only happens at promising locations obtained from the previous sparse scan stage. This
method does not require any down sampling of the original image. This method is similar to
the cascaded classified in that it quickly processes easy features in simple stage (spare scan)
then difficult features are processed by more powerful (but high computational cost) stage.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section II introduces the general dense
scan and describe the proposed method. Section III describes the example systems employing
the proposed method. Experiment results and discussions are also included in Section III.
Finally, some conclusions are made in Section IV.
2. Proposed method
2.1 Conventional dense scan
As a common approach, to detect the target object in an image, a detection window at a
specified size is scanned across the image. After pixels within that window are processed,
the window is moved to the next location and the process repeats. The space between two
windows’ locations determine how many windows are to be processed in an image. Given
the same algorithm and computing platform, an increased number of detection window to be
processed will increase the computational cost, therefore increase the processing time required
for an image. The most popularly used scanning methods is the dense scan (DS) method
where the detection window is scanned pixel by pixel within the image. To process a large
image, the DS method needs to process a very large number of detection windows, resulting
in long processing time.
A simple idea that has been widely used to reduce computational cost in many practical
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applications is skipping pixels, i.e. a certain number of rows and/or columns of pixels or
certain areas in the image are ignored, leaving a smaller number of pixels being processed
normally. As a result the amount of data to be processed per image is reduced. However
the detection performance of the algorithm may be degraded. The amount of accuracy
reduction depends on the robustness of the algorithm and the size of the target object. For
example, in a pedestrian detection system proposed by Dalal Dalal & Triggs (2005), the 64×128
pixel detection window is sparsely scanned (every 8th rows and columns) to achieve faster
processing. It was reported that the detection performance of the system increased by 5%
when the detection window scanned the image more densely (every 4th rows and columns)
while computational time increased significantly. This indicates that some accuracy has been
sacrificed for speed by skipping pixels. In the example system Dalal & Triggs (2005), the
target object is large, hence the small increase in the scan step did not significantly affect the
detection performance. The effect of skipping pixels to the system’s performance is expected
to be larger when a small object is to be detected within a high resolution image.
2.2 Sparse scan
In this paper a combined scanning method is proposed to improve speed while maintaining
accuracy of the detection algorithm. In the SS part of the combined scanning method,
detection window is moved multiple rows and columns every time the detection window
finishes processing at a location. This is similar to the case of skipping pixels. The major
difference between the SS, DS scanning (and pixel skipping) methods is in how positive
and negative samples are defined during the training process. During the training process,
positive samples used for DS and pixel skipping method assume full appearance of the target
object while the SS method assumes only some parts of target object are presented. This is
similar to detecting parts of the object in the image.
In the case of the DS method, a positive detection window contains an image of the target
object together with some noise. In the some transform feature space, such as HoG Dalal &
Triggs (2005), the positive detection window is an input vector xd which is made up of:
x = xd + n (1)
where x = {x1, x2, ..., xp} is a p-dimensional vector generated from a detection window,
xd = {xd1, xd2, ..., xds} is p-dimensional input vector from the target object, n is noise in the
image such as lighting variations, rotation, skew or white noise.
In the DS method, the detection window passes through every location in the image.
Therefore, if there is a target object of the right size in the image, it will fully appear in the
detection window and be detected at some point. An example of a possible positive example
for the DS classifier is shown in Fig.1.(a) and Fig.1.(c) where a full stop sign or a person
appears in the detection window.
For the SS classifier, a positive detection window contains an image of major parts of the
target object, image of random background and noise. In some transformed feature space,
such as HoG Dalal & Triggs (2005), a positive input vector xs is made up of:
xs = u + t + n (2)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e)
(f)
Fig. 1. Positive samples. (a) A positive sample for DS method. (b),(c)Positive sample for SS
method which contains majority of stop sign and some random background.
where u = {u1, u2, ..., up} is a p-dimensional input vector generated from the visible parts of
target object within the detection window; t is another p-dimensional vector that is generated
from the random background in the detection window; n is noise as in (1), which caused by
lighting variations, rotation and/or white noise. Equation (1) is a special case of (2) when
t = 0, which means the entire stop sign appear inside the detection window. Examples of
positive detection windows for the SS classifier are shown in Fig.1(b) and Fig.1.(d) where only
some parts of the target object (stop sign or pedestrian) appear in the detection windows.
With the SS technique, a detection window is scanned block by block across the image instead
of pixel by pixel. Each block is selected to have certain size such as 3× 3 or 6× 6 pixels. There
is no prior information regarding which parts of the target object are visible or missing, and
what type and size of background t and noise n in the image. Compared to (1) which has
only one random variable n to be estimated in the training. Therefore (2) is harder to estimate
during training process and different training data is required for SS classifiers.
We propose a combined method containing different SS classifiers and DS classifier. With
this method, the SS classifiers quickly and roughly process the image then output a map of
interested regions that may contain the target object. This map is then used by the DS method
to thoroughly process the interested regions to detect whether the target object is actually
presented. This combination is similar to multi-resolution approach where the sparse scan
(larger block size) acts as processing low resolution image. The finer (smaller) SS and the final
DS classifiers act as subsequent higher resolution images. The algorithm of this combined
method is shown in Fig.2. This method can speed up the detection process as most of the
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Fig. 2. Detection algorithm using combined SS and DS classifiers. Input image is first
processed by the 12×12 classifier using initial scan map (SM). Then new SMs are generated,
in which positive entries are at interested regions and their neighbours indentified by
previous SS classifier. Final DS produces the detection result.
required processing is handled by the fast SS classifiers which sparsely scan through the
image. Only small amount of processing is handled by the DS classifier. This method has
another advantage of not requiring to perform resampling and store them in memory. In
addition, because only the full resolution image is used, the target object is large hence easier
to detect or lower FPPW rate.
3. Example system
3.1 Training data
To compare the performance of different approaches, SS and DS classifiers together with
multi-resolution classifiers Zhang et al. (2007) are trained and analysed. Stop signs are chosen
to be the target objects. For other target objects, the implementation process is similar but the
performance is likely to differ.
Data for training as well as for testing were collected with an automotive grade camera, the
Micron MT9V022, mounted near the rear view mirror of a car, as shown in Fig.3. This camera
has native resolution of 480×752 pixels. A database of positive and negative sample images
is built to train different classifiers. The positive sample set contains 225 extracted images at
size of 36×36 pixels containing stop signs. These signs may be affected by size variations,
rotation, skew, motion blur or added white noise. The stop signs in the positive sample set
have the size of 36 ± 2 pixels across. Three of the positive examples are shown in Fig.1(f). It
should be noted that the noise appear in those positive examples are actual noise recorded in
the image. Added random noise (with maximum amplitude of 20 for 8-bit grayscale pixels)
further degrades the quality of the image. This is done to improve the systems’ robustness
against noise in different lighting conditions and camera settings.
Different classifiers are trained with different positive and negative examples extracted from
the training database. The positive examples of SS classifiers (3×3, 6×6, 9×9, 12×12 and the
combination of 12×12, 6×6 and 3×3) were extracted from the positive sample set by using
appropriate portion of stop sign (the u portion of e.q.(2)) and randon values (the t portion of
e.q.(2)). For example, one member of the positive sample set can generate 9 positive examples
when training the 3×3 SS classifier because the t portion in the positive examples of 3×3 SS
classifier can range from 0 to 2 pixels in vertical and horizontal directions.
The negative sample set contains 195 negative images mostly at the resolution of 480×752
pixels. These negative images capture scenes of roads, buildings people, and road signs
(other than stop sign). Negative examples are collected by moving a detection window within
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Fig. 3. Camera used to collect data for training and testing. The camera is powered by USB
cable connected to a laptop PC.
the negative images. Due to the resolution difference between positive and negative sample
images, the total number of negative examples is much higher than those of positive examples.
A test set consists of about 9700 images extracted from the 29 video sequences are used to test
the performance of classifiers.
Different stop sign detectors were trained on a PC using Matlab following the DS only,
combined SS and DS, and multiresolution approaches. These detectors employ AdaBoost and
cascaded of classifiers techniques by Viola Viola & Jones (2001). The detection algorithms in
these system were based on a variant of the HoG Dalal & Triggs (2005) feature set where only
gradient angle is used (pixel’s gradient magnitude was disregarded for faster computation
of HoG features) similar to Cao & Deng (2008). The overview of detection system using the
proposed SS and DS methods is shown in Fig.1.(e). Detection system that employs only the
conventional DS technique is similar to the system shown except that the sparse scan step is by
passed. The sparse scan block is equivalent to the low resolution processing in the detection
system using the multi-resolution approach following Zhang’s Zhang et al. (2007) approach.
3.2 Performance of classifiers
To compare computational cost of the DS, SS and simple multiresolution methods, we
quantify computational cost of an algorithm as the total number of detection windows
processed. According to the training results of different classifiers, shown in Fig.4.(a), it can
be said that the smaller the block size, the lower FPPW the classifier can achieve. This is
expected because the random portion t of (2) decreases with the reducing block size. Fig.4.(b)
compares detection results based on the low resolution (resampled) images with those of
the proposed SS methods. The Half-DS and Quarter-DS classifiers represent classifiers that
process resampled images at half or quarter respectively of the number of rows and columns
compared to the original image. This was to implement the multi-resolution detection where
low resolution image is processed first. Interestingly, the Half-DS classifier performed worse
(higher FPPW) than the 3×3 SS classifier and the Quarter-DS was much worse. This may
be attributed to the difficulty of detecting the target object in low resolution images. Our
proposed combined SS, whose structure is shown in Fig.2, has the FPPW approaching that
of Half-DS (at lower computational cost). The 3 × 3 SS classifier aas the best performance
with FPPW of 3.37×10−3. Some example outputs of different sparse detection classifiers are
shown in Fig.5. This figure clearly shows that full scan in low resolution produce a lot of false
positive.
To compare the cost between different classifiers, let’s assume that the total number of
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Factors SS Cost DS Cost Total Cost
3 × 3 34808 1058 35866
6 × 6 8702 15287 23989
9 × 9 3867 37587 41454
12 × 12 2175 74043 76218
Combined SS 6833 192 7025
Half-DS 78320 7894 86214
Quarter-DS 19580 17896 37476
DS only 0 313280 313280
Table 1. Cost of Different Block Size
Factors Detection FPPW Processing
Time
3 × 3 97.74% 8.82 × 10−7 6.24 sec
6 × 6 96.22% 9.93 × 10−7 4.10 sec
Half-DS 97.59% 9.16 × 10−7 19.66 sec
Quarter-DS 97.60% 1.69 × 10−6 8.57 sec
Proposed 97.44% 7.99 × 10−7 1.98 sec
Table 2. Overall Performance of Different Classifiers
detection windows in a 480×752 image is 313,280 windows (excluding border pixels). When
the DS only approach is taken, the total cost is simply 313,280 windows. When the system
uses both SS and DS classifiers, with the structure shown in Fig.2, the number of windows
processed is made up of the initial number of window processed by the SS classifier(s) (SS cost)
and the number of windows need to be processed by the DS classifier (DS cost) as resulting
from a positive output of the SS module. The SS cost is fixed and depends only on the block
size of the SS classifier. The SS cost of different block sizes for the SS classifier is shown on
Table.1. The DS cost depends on the performance of the SS classifiers. For example, if an SS
classifier with block size of 3× 3 accepts 100 windows as positive windows, then the DS cost is
100 × 3 × 3 = 900 windows. As one would expect, the larger the block size, the less powerful
the classifier will be, resulting in a higher DS cost. Based on training result, it is shown on
Table.1 that the proposed combined SS and DS method has the least total computational cost.
The Half-DS classifier has the second highest computational cost, behind the full DS.
3.3 Experimental results
After training, different classifiers were used to implement completed detection systems
including the verification module following structure shown in Fig.1.(e). The same DS
classifier is shared mong those systems. These system were tested against the test data set
and the test results on a 2.6 GHz PC are summarised in Table.2. It is shown in Table.2 that the
combined SS and DS systems have the lowest processing time which is about 20 times faster
than the conventional method using only DS scanning technique. This speed improvement
is due to the low computational cost of the combined SS classifiers, as shown on Table.1. It
should be noted that the systems implemented on Matlab did not implement the integral
images for each angle bin of the HoG features as used in Zhu et al. (2006). Using integral
images is expected to further improve systems’ speed without affecting the accuracy.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Training results of Different Block Sizes for different classifiers. (a). Different SS
classifiers. (b). Compare some SS classifers with other multi-resolution classifiers.
In terms of detection rate, all systems have similar detection performance because all of them
share the last DS classifier. This similarity may change if different DS classifiers were trained
and used for each system. The overall FPPW rate of each systems depends on the number of
windows that passed the SS classifier(s) which is represented by the DS cost on Table.1. The
combined different SS method has the least DS cost, hence it has the lowest FPPW as shown
on Table.2. The false positive rate is greatly affected by the variations of the stop sign’s size
when the video sequences are manually annotated.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 5. Example output of SS and Half-DS classifier (a). Original Image. (b). Output of
Half-DS classifier. There are a lot of false positives because there are 78320 windows to be
processed per 376×240 image. (c). Output of 3×3 SS classifier. (d). Output of 6×6 Classifiers
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Fig. 6. Performance comparision of 6×6 classifier when using different feature sets
Classifier DS 6×6
SS-DS
3×3SS-DS
Processing
Time
216 ms 77ms 108ms
Table 3. Processing time of classifiers implemented using C : initial result
3.4 Discussions and future work
The performance of the systems studied in this paper can be further improved. The first
technique could be used is to use a large more comprehensive feature set in training the
classifiers. Generally, the SS and DS classifiers have a better performance ,i.e. lower FPPW
rate, when more features are used in the training process. For example the 6×6 SS classifier
can improve the performance to 0.014 FPPW when training the classifier with a feature set that
contains 3600 HoG features, as shown in Fig.6. It is expected that increasing number of simple
features in a classifier also decreases the FPPW rate. With the larger target object, larger sizes
of the SS classifiers could be used. In our example, the target object is rather small 36×36,
therefore the maximum scan step size considered was 12×12. With larger target object, it is
possible to use larger block size to further reduce the computational cost.
The detection systems described in this paper are in the process of being ported to a C
implementation. As shown on Table.3, with the initial C implementation using integral
images Viola & Jones (2001), the 6×6 SS-DS classifier takes about 77ms to process a 752×480
image on a 2.6GHz PC (not including time for reading and writing input and output files).
With those classifiers implemented in C, the time taken to construct four IMaps (one for each
angular bin) is about 55ms. The amount of time for constructing IMaps is the major computing
time required in the 6×6 and 3×3 SS-DS classifiers. If not taking to account the time taken for
the IMaps construction, the 6×6 SS-DS classifier runs about 7 times faster than the original DS
only method.
4. Conlcusion
In this paper, a combined SS and DS method for fast vision-based object recognition is
proposed. This method is based on the combination of part-based and multi-resolution object
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detection. The processing of the image starts by sparsely scan the image to find parts of the
target object. Finer scan is performed at those locations where positive output was detected
at sparse scale. This method shows significant improvement in terms of speed while system’s
comparable accuracy compared to previously proposed multi-resolution methods. With the
use of integral map and optimized software implementation, this method expected to be
suitable for real-time applications.
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